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Editorial
So, this one’s an awfully quick turn-around, no? Of course
it is. Three reasons. The first one is I had this article about the National Film Registry of My Dreams in my head and I wanted to get
it out and looking at what we were planning, it made a not of sense
to do an issue with just it because the other ones are gonna be
packed. . Second, I couldn’t help but write it because I had just rewatched Stop Making Sense and TRON. Third, if I did it before the
issue where we look at this year’s National FIlm Registry, I ould look
like a genius if one of more end up listed!
See, reasons!
Of course, CInequest preparations are happening, with
viewing and such. I’m hoping to have a big issue to hand out at the
festival, specifically dealing with not only the films that we’ll be seeing, but with an idea of what a Festival means. We’re working at it.
The next issue is our Genre Short FIlm Spectacular! There
are so many, incredible numbers of Time Travel Films, for example.
I’ve been pulling in as many folks as I can and it’s been a lot of fun!
I’m off to London and Brighton in a couple of weeks, which
means seeing a movie in an English Theatre! Life is awesome!
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Daniel Angeles @MrAngeles
Guys, I don’t care what Gravity did that was inaccurate, let
me just love this movie please? sheesh. #Gravity

Mind The Mainstream - #TwitterReviews

Dylan Scilabro @HappyDilmore21
Good luck getting kids to want to be astronauts after that
movie.. #GRAVITY #nuts
Shaun Kilian @snkilian
A ripped midget joined my gym today. I did not think today
could get cooler. And then I saw #Gravity...
Ed Lau @edlau
Getting ready for #Gravity. This is a biopic about Isaac
Newton, right?
Jason Hu @hujason
#Gravity has the most visceral and ruthless depiction of
zero-g that I have ever seen. Beautiful and riveting.
Cody Narveson @Cody_BH
Nothing exemplifies conflict/drama more than scale, and
inevitability as the antagonizing force is quite refreshing. Also
SPACE!!!! #Gravity
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#Gravity

Saunna @SaunnaKrishna
Watched #Gravity tonight; my mind is still abuzz thinking
about it!

Nicolas Espinoza @Nick_Espinoza
Machete Kills The Franchise.
Matthew Citrullo @MatthewCitrullo
If Machete was 20yrs younger he’d be just like me
#MacheteKills
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EqualForce @EqlF01
“Machete Kills”:Violent, sexist, misogynistic... and proud of it
Miniature Malekpour @minamalekpour
Machete Kills was awesome. Hot girls, over-the-top violence,
hot girls, charlie sheen, stupid one liners, lady gaga. WHAT
MORE DO YOU WANT?
farid alvie @faridalvie
tomorrow i shall go watch the most subtle and nuanced film
in the history of the world: robert rodriguez’s machete kills
#YeahBaby!
Christopher J Garcia @johnnyeponymous
And finally, Danny Trejo is the Mexican Udo Kier. I’ll watch
him in anything! #MacheteKills
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#MacheteKills

Kringle McCringlbery @SReiners16
I don’t always kill, but when I do..I use a machete
#MacheteKills

ig@modeldolly @Dollfac3d
I think Robert dinero is my all time fav actor #thefamily good
movie :)
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Gag Reel Gag_Reel
#TheFamily looks aawesome, i love it when a film makes you
really root for the crims! #movie
Skye Stevens @TheSkyeStevens
If ur goin 2 the movies this weekend..#TheFamily was “soso”
Not great by any means but a wierd filmed gangster movie
michael @bisping
Took @kendallgrovemma on a little date to the movies to
watch The Family. Terrible, terrible movie. Come on Deniro, a
little quality control
Dara Torres @DaraTorres
“The Family” was prob a 6 on a scale of 1-10. Reviews said
action/comedy, um not quite comedy (mob movie) but still
decent...
JoBlo.com @joblocom
REVIEW: Luc Besson’s #TheFamily is “terribly humorless,” “a
rambling mess of a movie”... you get the point.
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#TheFamily

Beth Roe @bethroefosho
I was blown away by the movie “The Family” The cast,
especially @DiannaAgron, was amazing and I loved the
soundtrack

Lauren Hammer @hammertime512
Cloudy With a Chance of Meatballs 2 is literally so cheesy and
quotable. I loved it!! #ChildAtHeart

Mind The Mainstream - #TwitterReviews

Jon and stuff @inspireORadmire
Cloudy with a chance of meatballs 2, is the number one
comedy in america. George carlin just rolled over and puked
in his grave
Anthony Golaszewski @gola425
Cloudy with a chance of meatballs 2 is defiantly a better movie
than gravity
Nadeem @nadeemsosneaky
Did creators of Cloudy with a Chance of Meatballs 2 really
think we wouldn’t notice that they replaced Mr. T? I pity the
fool!
Tara Emory @taraemory
I wonder if “Cloudy With a Chance of Meatballs” played in
third world countries where people are starving...
Jess Dweck @TheDweck
TIP: Don’t take your child to see “Cloudy With a Chance of
Ballmeat.”
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#CloudyWithAChanceofMeatballs2

ye it’s becca (: @beccca_denise
I suggest everyone go see cloudy with a chance of meatballs
two. Because it’s one of the cutest movies ever

My Personal Registry
25 Films that should be on
the National Film Registry
by Christopher J Garcia

Every year, between Christmas and New Year’s, an announcement is made. The Library of Congress announces 25 more
films have been added to the National FIlm Registry. To us hard
core film history types, it’s like a second Christmas! The Registry
celebrates “culturally, historically, or aesthetically significant films”
that are currently held in Archives around the US. That means no
lost films, though films that are only partially intact have been put
on the Registry in recent years. It’s a wonderful resource for those
of us interested in how film evolved, and even more important, it’s
a record of our country. There’s not only narrative and documentary films, but ethnographic films, newsreel footage, things like the
Zapruder Film and Hindenburg Crash. It’s an incredible record, and
every year I have the same reaction How the Hell did ___ not get in this year?
Every year I recommend films, and once in a while one get
listed (like Thriller in 2009) but some years there’s nothing. So, this
year, I’ve made my dream list! It covers the years from 1910 to
2002. I had a few theories I worked with. The first was to go across
time and type. Documentary and Narrative, Mainstream and Avant
Garde, Features and Shorts. Of course, looking at different periods,
though focusing on bringing more films of the 1980s and 90s and
the 2000s onto the Registry. Also, covering areas that aren’t well
represented already, including representing Machinema, Fan Film,
and Porn. That’s an important thing to represent, though I understand that it’s not a popular thing with the Film History types. I
don’t get that, but in every endeavor there is a quest for purity!
And now, the list!
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1776 - Dir. Peter H. Hunt (1972)
If you look at the three criteria of the Registry, films that are
Culturally, Historically, and Aesthetically significant, and you can see
all of them represented in a single film: 1776. It’s the story of the
writing and adoption of the Declaration of Independence, the single
most significant moment in the early history of our country. It’s an
amazingly beautiful piece of filmmaking, with wonderful writing of
music, lyrics, and dialogue. It’s also beautifully shot, wonderfully choreographed, the acting is awesome, and the history is wonderful. It
exists as both a part of the historical record, as well as something
of a commentary on the Nixon Era in America. Released 4 years
before the Bicentennial, it predated the cynicism of Post-Watergate
America, and thus is still a joyous celebration of American History.

The Atomic Cafe - Dirs. Jayne Loader, Kevin
Rafferty, Pierce Rafferty (1982)
When the history of American Documentary is fully written, there are a few films that will undoubtedly be at the fore. Jayne
Loader, and Pierce and Kevin Rafferty made what some consider to
be a Cult Classic documentary, and I can see it. They used an amazing amount of existing footage to tell the story of the Atomic Age,
from the late 40s through the 60s, and it’s sort of a black humor
thing. It tells no real story, but by not doing so, it comments on
the atmosphere of fear, not to mention the attempt to de-sensitize
Americans, that the Government worked through film and television. It’s a great and highly watchable film.

The Blair Witch Project - Dirs. David Myrick,
Eduardo Sanchez, (1999)
I know folks who hate this film, claiming that it’s not a great
film, that it doesn’t deserve to be well-remembered. I argue that it’s
the most effective filmmaking of the 1990s. That motion sickness
you feel? That’s intentional. It’s not something that they didn’t suspect. That discomfort puts you in directly in the shoes of the characters we’re following. It’s scary as hell. I slept with the lights on for
a few nights after. It was also one of the most brilliantly marketed
films of all-time. The idea of viral marketing didn’t start with Blair
Witch, but it was truly perfected! The film is one of the reasons why
1999 was the second coming of 1939!

The Blues Brothers - Dir. John Landis (1980)
How is this not on the Registry already? This is the best
example of a film with multiple streams ever. It’s a classic ‘Let’s Put
on a Show to Save the Orphanage” and then there’s the fact that
it’s a record of the History of R&B and Rock ‘n Roll with amazing
performances from Aretha Franklin, Ray Charles, James Brown, John
Lee Hooker, and most importantly, Cab Calloway. It’s an action film,
it’s a comedy, it’s a meditation on the very nature of criminals and
why it’s so hard to get back into a lawful way of doing things. It’s also
a throwback to those films where you had hundreds of stars making cameos, like the lost classic Hollywood. You get everyone from
Twiggy and Carrie Fisher to Steven Spielberg and Artie Johnson. It’s
a great film and it helps define the idea of the 1980s comedy film.
PLUS it’s got the connection to Belushi and Ackroyd, one of the
truly great cinematic comedy pairings of all-time.

Cabin in the Sky - dir. Vincente Minelli, Busby
Berkeley (1942)
MGM Musicals are well-represented on the Registry, but
there are none as magnificent as Cabin in the Sky from where I’m
sitting. It’s one of the few Big Studio musicals with an all-AfricanAmerican cast. And what a great cast! Ethel Water, Eddie Anderson
(best known as Rochester), Louie Armstrong, and most importantly,
Lena Horne.Watching Cabin in the Sky, it’s obvious that it was a vehi10

cle to make Horne into a HUGE star. She makes the most of every
moment, and though a scene of her singing in the Bathtub was cut,
she still stars with an epic power. Director Vincente Minelli made
his American debut with the movie, and he’s great, and the number
Shine was directed by the legendary Busby Berkeley! A wonderful
film.

Cocksucker Blues - dir. Robert Frank (1972)
I’ve been lucky enough to see the second best music documentary ever made. According to an agreement with The Rolling
Stone, director Robert Frank can show Cocksucker Blues once a
year. Why? Well, the film’s an incredible document of what went on
during Rolling Stone tours. It shows everything from Mick Jagger
snorting cocaine to a groupie shooting heroin, plus lots of nudity.
Frank provided a ton of cameras that folks could just grab and start
shooting with. While there are many other docs that explore the
meaning of making music (Wilco: I’m Trying to Break Your Heart) and
about the power of making a record (Original Cast Recording: Company), but none of them capture what it means to be a superstar
band on the road like Cocksucker Blues.

The Circus - Dir. Charlie Caplin (1928)
I am not a Chaplin guy, but I understand his appeal and importance, and when I discovered that The Circus wasn’t on the Registry, I was shocked. It’s easily the Chaplin film that I not only find
the most watchable, but it’s also far less schmaltzy than Chaplin’s
better-loved films like The Kid and The Gold Rush. It’s a beautiful
film, and there’s an incredible Tightrope segment that ranks right up
there with the best Keaton and Lloyd sequences! It won one of the
first Oscars, and I consider it to be the one of the finest of all Silent
Features.
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Dance, Voldo, Dance - Dir. Chris Brandt (2002)
This one is going to be the hardest sell. Machinima is a sort
of outgrowth of found footage avant grade filmmaking. It uses imagery found in video games to create movies, often music videos.
I’d say that the two best examples of Machinima music videos are
Fette’s Vette and Chris Brandt’s Dance, Voldo, Dance. Brandt noticed
that he could control Voldo in Soulcalibur to the beat of a song, and
he created a video to Nelly’s Hot in Herre, though he couldn’t get
the rights to use the song, and the character Voldo, but it got on-line
and it became a big hit at festivals and on-line. Machinima has never
really gone as far as a lot of folks were saying it would in the early
2000s, but this is the finest example of the genre.

Deep Throat - Dir. Jerry Gerard (Gerard Damiano) (1972)
Porno chic was a pretty big deal, and Deep Throat changed
the way porn was produced, distributed, and viewed. It laid the
foundation not only for viewing Porn in theaters that didn’t have
to mop between each screening, but it laid the foundation for the
porn video industry. The term ‘deep throat’, now widely used, was
created from this film. Linda Lovelace and Harry Reams became big
stars, and while Porno Chic faded, it changed everything, and that is
exactly the kind of film that should be on the Registry.

F for Fake - Dir. Orson Welles (1974)
If there is an opposite of Verite, it’s F for Fake. A documentary that lies to you, but for no reason than to show you the actual meaning of the material that it’s been presenting. Welles, film’s
greatest slight-of-hand artist, puts your eyes at the exact place he
wants you looking so he can make the hand pass and complete the
illusion. The story of Elmyr the Forger, and then of Picasso and his
mistress, are the things of legend, and Welles’ narration and walkons are touches that only slip us further in the film. One of the best
documentaries of all-time and the last full film Welles ever directed.
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Hardware Wars - Earnie Fosselius (1978)
There are no fan films on the Registry, and that’s a shame.
The explosion in them since the introduction of the video camera
was presaged by the king of all fan films: Hardware Wars. Less than
a after after the release of Star Wars, Hardware Wars takes so many
elements from the film and does great comedy. It was hugely popular for it’s lo-fi effects, and then for the fact that it was eventually
released on VHS. It’s probably the most viewed and influential Fan
Film ever made.

Jackson Pollock 51 - DIr Hans Namuth (1951)
Abstract Expressionism is one of the first American-born
art movements. Jackson Pollock was, without doubt, the most visible example of the movement, with his ‘drip painting’ serving as a
sign for the entire movement. Some folks say it’s easy to do drip
paintings, but as a guy who’s tried, I can say from experience that it’s
not.There’s no artist who has ever managed to do what Pollock did
and Namuth’s film provides what a film documenting Pollock’s technique deserves. The painting on glass gives us the idea that we’re
getting to look through a window at what the creative process entails.

JFK - Dir. Oliver Stone (1991)
There are three JFKs. The JFK that is an act of paranoid fever dream from Oliver Stone about how we ended up losing the
America of the 1950s. There’s the JFK which is the film that defined
what the cutting edge of cinematography, editing, and composing.
Finally, it’s a movie that exposes so many possible worlds that it
becomes impossible to figure out what’s what.There are those who
complain that the portrayal of Jim Garrison is almost completely
false, and those that say that JFK’s based on complete fantasy. That’s
the point. Stone is not interested in presenting an unquestionable
truth: he’s interested in presenting the questions within a narrative
that answers all of those questions without saying whether or not
they’re true. Everything about the production of JFK screams nextlevel filmmaking, and too often that gets ignored because of the
political content.
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Kiss Me Kate - Dir. George Sidney (1953)
3-D. It’s a gimmick that has come back several times, and
now seems to have come to stay. Kiss Me Kate is a beautiful film. Absolutely gorgeous, and in 3-D, it’s even better. The real draw of the
musical is actually the music. Cole Porter wrote it, it appeared on
Broadway a few years earlier, and the songs, like Too Darn Hot and
Brush Up Your Shakespeare, are wonderful. The numbers with the
legendary Bob Fosse, like Tom, Dick or Harry, are all very impressive. It’s over-all one of the best musicals of the 1950s!

Minnie the Moocher - Dir. Max Fleischer (1932)
This is a twofer. You’ve got the amazing Cab Calloway song
Minnie The Moocher (also featured in The Blues Brothers) and Fleischer’s Betty Boop and Bimbo. The intro, about 30 seconds of Cab
Calloway and the Cotton Club Orchestra, is the earliest footage
of Calloway known to exist. The dancing he does is great, and it’s
also the basis for the Ghost thing (which kinda looks like a Walrus, I
guess) and his dancing. It’s a wonderful cartoon and exactly the kind
of short cartoon that should be on the Registry.

Ramona - Dir. D.W. Griffith (1910)
Ramona was a book by Helen Hunt Jackson, and more importantly, it’s also an outdoor theatre spectacle. D. W. Griffith did a
seventeen minute film version of the novel with Mary Pickfor in the
lead! It’s also got Mack Sennett in a small role! It’s a lot of fun, and
a print survives at the Library of Congress, so it’s saved. While I’ve
never seen the film myself, I know that it’s a remarkable film and
was the one so many people came to the story, and the 1916 and
1928 film versions are based on his vision of the story more than
the book itself. The 1928 version is also worthy of being on the
Registry!

Rejected - Dir. Don Hertzfeldt (2000)
Short animations have long been the backbone of American animation. Spike & Mike’s Sick & Twisted Festival of Animation
was the best place to see the strange animations of the 1990s, and
slightly later, Don Hertzfeldt and Mike Judge’s The Animation Show
continued that tradition. Rejected, by Herzfeldt, is a theoretically a
series of attempts to get various promos sold to a cable network.
The story has some incredibly quotable moments, but the real key
is how Hertzfeldt manipulates the paper of the animation. It’s slightly disturbing, but an absolute masterpiece of short filmmaking, and
one of the few shorts to really take off since 2000 that broke huge
before the rise of YouTube.

Scorpio Rising - Dir. Kenneth Anger (1963)
Kenneth Anger is one of the best known avant grade filmmakers of the late 20th Century. His works, often with Occult and
Homoerotic themes, has been an influence on two generation of
filmmakers. This film, without dialogue, is powerful and makes incredible use of rock ‘n roll songs from the likes of Elvis, Ray Charles,
and the Safaris. It’s a bit ponderous, but if you look at the imagery,
there’s so much that is influenced by everyone from Tom of Finland
to Lady Gaga, and then the influence that flows out of it is incredible, especially on the Avant Garde Documentary community.
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The Shining - Dir. Stanley Kubrick (1980)
Kubrick is a God. His films are hugely influential, but more
importantly, they are masterfully constructed work. The documentary Room 237 basically shows why The Shining is such as significant
film. It’s a two hour meditation on the meaning of The Shining, and
it’s incredible to look at the tiny details that Kubrick either accidentally included, or intentionally showed, tells all you need to know
about what the film means. Maybe. The Shining is an unfaithful adaptation that makes points that King didn’t even think of including. It’s
a wonderful film, and a powerful and creepy film.

Spiral Jetty - Dir. Robert Smithson (1970)
Another Art film, and one that documents an impressive
work of art that has both been around and gone. It’s a spiral ing letty
into the Great Salt Lake that has mostly been under water for the
last few decades.This film is a wonderful document, and in many ways
it’s far more important a work than the monumental earth work it
records. Smithson called in a number of other filmmakers to help him
do it, but it’s obvious that his vision is what’s driving the film.

Stop Making Sense - Dir. Jonathan Demme (1984)
Quite simply, the single best concert film of all-time. Demme
and David Byrne put their heads together and came up with a concept for the film that is unbelievably awesome. It’s minimalist, and at
times expressionist, and post-modernist, and at times just plain joyous. It’s the obvious product of a team that understood their form
better than anyone else around them. This is an excellent example
of what the 1980s could produce both musically and theatrically.
The artistry in this one is amazing, and every song is a minor masterpiece in it’s own right.
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Sunstone - Dir. Ed Emshwiller, Alvy Ray Smith
(1979)
I’ve written about the one a lot, most notably at http://www.
computerhistory.org/atchm/alvy-ed/. It’s a film that changed the way
Computer Movies were viewed. Ed Emshwiller, who should have at
least two or three films on the Registry, was one of the truly incredible voices in American cinema. Alvy Ray was a co-founder of Pixar, a
graphics legend, and likely one of the most significant figures in the
history of computing. This film, which played at Festivals around the
world and is in the collection of several Art museums, is a worthy
entry to a Registry that has started to show resect to computer
animation.

Superstar: The Karen Carpenter Story - Dir.
Todd Haynes (1987)
Speaking of films that haven’t been officially released, but
you can get a look at it because it’s on YouTube and various other
locations. Todd Haynes would go on to direct some of the most
fascinating films of the last twenty-five years, notably I’m Not There
and Velvet Goldmine. His film Superstar:The Karen Carpenter Story is a
story of the anorexic singer and her brothers. It’s only 43 minutes,
and Karen is portrayed as a Barbie doll. Actually, she’s portrayed by
a Barbie doll. It’s brilliant, and it’s dark film, and since Haynes didn’t
get permissions for the music, it’s been blocked from release, but
it should be seen as a significant film because it tells the story so
much better than any other attempt to tell the story because of its
unflinching nature.

Tron - Dir. Steve Lisberger (1982)
Of all the science fiction films of the 1980s, Tron was the one
that best captured what people thought of computers and did the
most to advance graphics. The story of Tron ain’t anything special,
but it’s fun and it made use of the mystery that home computers
were at that moment. It was a visual feast, and a lot of fun. The
graphics were done with the SuperFoonly system. It’s an incredible
film experience, and the way films would be made over the next
thirty years were influenced by it.
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Whatever Happened to the Human Race? - Dir. Frances Schaeffer, Dr. C. Everett Koop (1979)
This is another controversial one, but to me it’s also the
one that is the biggest no-brainer. This is the film that really helped
define the American Evangelical movement of the 1980s through
today. This is the strongest anti-abortion film ever made, and it’s a
big reason why Koop was made Surgeon General. This film, shown
at Churches around the world, really introduced the world to a new
form of Christianity that understood the power of film as a political
tool, not just an artistic one.
Other FIlms I Seriously Debated Adding to this
list, but eventually I dropped them
America the Beautiful
Annie Oakley
The Ax Fight
Bird
Burden of Dreams
Captain EO
Clerks
Decasia
Duck Dodgers in the 24th 1/2 Century
Earl Caddock vs. Joe Stecher Wrestling Match
Fear of a Black Hat
Fight Club
Four Little Girls
In Your Defense
LA Confidential
Lenny
Moana
Natural Born Killers
Original Cast Recording: Company
Reservoir Dogs
Steamboat Bill Jr.
The Thin Blue Line
Werner Herzog Eats His Shoe
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